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Heavy Quarks	

Observations:	

Strong heavy-flavour suppression at intermediate-high pT, similar to that of light quarks	

Positive HF v2, comparable to that of light quarks  hint of collective motion of charm
quarks at low pT	


Theoretical models reproduce reasonably well RAA but are challenged
by simultaneously reproducing results from heavy-flavour RAA and v2	

Can we add further measurements to constrain the models?	

Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Light quarks: correlations	


Observations:	


– strong light-hadron suppression from 7 GeV/c	

– strong di-jet asymmetry  sizeable low-pT
particles emitted outside the jet cone	

di-hadron correlations are an
alternative probe to study/
further constrain the energyloss mechanism in AA
trigger
hadron

associate hadron
Suppression on the away side in
Pb-Pb!
ALICE Coll., PRL 108, 092301 (2012)	

Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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di-hadron correlation observables
in heavy-ion collisions	

IAA (ratio of yields in PbPb to pp) for:	

– near side: info on the fragmenting jet leaving the medium 	

– away side: effect of the recoil jet through the medium 	

– IAA gives info on energy loss but also on production mechanism (interplay of quark-quark,
quark-gluon, gluon-gluon) 	

IAA is normalized to the trigger particle

ALICE Coll., PRL 108, 092301 (2012)	


Near side enhancement by ~20% wrt pp (same trigger but different parton kinematics)
Away side suppression as expected form strong in-medium energy loss
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Heavy-Flavour correlations	

More information about the interactions between heavy quarks and the matter: 	

How would heavy quarks be different from light quarks?	

- do we see modification of the away-side when trigger particle comes from HF?	

- is the away-side suppression consistent with HF single particle suppression?	


Heavy quarks and high-pT light quarks/gluons are produced in initial high-Q2
processes	

Light quarks  dominated by induced gluon radiation	

Heavy quarks  mass effect: less induced radiation for heavy quarks	

 dominated by elastic energy loss? 	

Can we distinguish different energy loss mechanisms with HF correlations?
M. Nahrgang et al., arXiv:1310.2218
T. Renk, arXiv:1310.5458
J. Uphoff et al., arXiv:1310.1340
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Heavy-Flavour correlations	

More information about the interactions between heavy quarks and the matter: 	

How would heavy quarks be different from light quarks?	

- do we see modification of the away-side when trigger particle comes from HF?	

- is the away-side suppression consistent with HF single particle suppression?	

Differences/biases when comparing light and heavy flavours:	

• in HF correlations, the trigger particle always comes from a heavy-quark  precise
tagging (different parton bias)	

Light quarks:
trigger particles more
likely come from quark
jets

i.e. light quarks

Same trigger condition
but there might be
different quark/gluon
ratio in the away side in
vacuum and medium

T. Renk
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Heavy-Flavour correlations	

More information about the interactions between heavy quarks and the matter: 	

How would heavy quarks be different from light quarks?	

- do we see modification of the away-side when trigger particle comes from HF?	

- is the away-side suppression consistent with HF single particle suppression?	

Differences/biases when comparing light and heavy flavours:	

• different collisional vs radiative energy loss contributions  different path-length
dependence (different geometrical bias)	


T. Renk

can be tested with back-to-back correlations
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Heavy-Flavour correlations	

More information about the interactions between heavy quarks and the matter: 	

How would heavy quarks be different from light quarks?	

- do we see modification of the away-side when trigger particle comes from HF?	

- is the away-side suppression consistent with HF single particle suppression?	

Differences/biases when comparing light and heavy flavours:	

• harder fragmentation of heavy quarks (different kinematical bias)	

and in addition:

trigger particle in the
medium likely to come
from a harder parton
which lost energy
T. Renk

different biases might translate into different IAA for light and heavy quarks.
correlation measurements might help understand the interplay of the
different biases in heavy quarks and light quarks/gluons
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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HF correlations in pp at RHIC/
Tevatron (1/2)	

PHENIX: e-µ correlations
pair yields in pp

CDF: D-D correlations

higher orders

peak at π dominated by gluon
fusion in p+p (from PYTHIA)

Collinear production similar to backto- back production.

PHENIX Coll.: arXiv:1311.1427v1	


Pythia: underestimates (overestimates)
collinear (back-to-back) production.

HF correlations in pp are sensitive to the production mechanisms
 help in constraining models (and modeled production processes)
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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HF correlations in pp at RHIC/
Tevatron
(2/2)
	

STAR: e-h, e-D correlations
0

Contribution of B mesons to non-photonic
electrons. Compatible with FONLL

From the b fraction
measured in pp, one
can estimate the
relative contribution of
RAAeB and RAAeD to
constrain the models

STAR Coll.: PRL 105, 202301 (2010)	

Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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HF correlations in pp at the LHC
(1/3)	

CMS: B-Bbar correlations

CMS Coll: JHEP 1103:136,2011

-Large Δϕ: back-to-back configuration for b-bbar (or c-cbar) expected for LO processes
-Small Δϕ: sensitivity to collinear emission processes. Higher-order processes like gluon
splitting expected to have smaller angular separation for b-bbar

Generators tend to under-predict higher-order contributions (i.e. gluon splitting)
Results on di-b-jet from ATLAS use leading jets  less sensitive to higher orders
Elena Bruna (INFN)	


ATLAS Coll: Eur.Phys.J.C 71 (2011) 1846
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HF correlations in pp at the LHC
(2/3)	


Goal: measure double-charm production from single- and double-parton interactions
D 0D 0

D 0D -

CC events

CC events
D 0D s-

D0ΛcJ/ψC events

predictions from
gluon-gluon fusion
smaller than
measured cross
sections (J/ψC )

Azimuthal DD correlations
CC events

CC events

CC events have a clear
enhancement at small Δϕ,
consistent with gluon splitting

LHCb Coll. JHEP06(2012)141	

Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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HF correlations in pp at the LHC
(3/3)	

ALICE: D-h correlations
near-side yield

Important to constrain models of charm production at LHC energies.
More precise measurements with Run II 	

Run III, PbPb 5.5 TeV: Statistical uncertainty on associated near-side, away‐
side yields and Gaussian σ ~10% for low pT D0. Below 1% for high pT D0	

Also interesting to access different underlying production 	

sub-processes (R.D. Field, Phys. Rev. D65 (2002) 094006. )	


Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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HF correlations in pp at the LHC
(3/3)	

ALICE: D-h correlations
near-side yield

Important to constrain models of charm production at LHC energies.
More precise measurements with Run II	

Also interesting to access different underlying production 	

sub-processes (R.D. Field, Phys. Rev. D65 (2002) 094006. )	

ALICE: e-h correlations

Contribution of B mesons to HF
electrons. Compatible with FONLL and
GM-VFNS and kt-factorization
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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HF correlations at RHIC: Au+Au	

PHENIX: e-h correlations
Δϕ distributions in pp and Au+Au	


near side	


IAA (ratio of yields in AuAu to pp)	

Near side

PHENIX Coll.: PRC 83, 044912 (2011)	


Near side IAA~1 for e-h correlations. 	

Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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HF correlations at RHIC: Au+Au	

PHENIX: e-h correlations
Δϕ distributions in pp and Au+Au	


near side	


IAA (ratio of yields in AuAu to pp)	

Near side

Near
side
shoulder

Away
side

Ratio:
Away side (2.51-π) /
Shoulder (1.25-2.51)

PHENIX Coll.: PRC 83, 044912 (2011)	


Near side IAA~1 for e-h correlations. 	

Ratio RHS (Away side/Shoulder) decreases from pp to Au+Au (as in h-h) 	

Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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HF correlations at the LHC: Pb-Pb	

ALICE: e-h correlations in Pb-Pb

IAA (ratio of yields in PbPb to pp)

Near side

Near side IAA ~ 1 : possible modification of fragmentation function of heavy
quarks in QCD medium in central Pb-Pb collisions?	

 Difficult to conclude with limited statistics.	


Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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HF correlations at RHIC: d+Au	

PHENIX: e-µ correlations (mid-rapidity HF electrons – forward-rapidity HF muons)	

pair yields in pp and d+Au

peak at π is suppressed in d+Au
compared to p+p

Suppression in d+Au:
cold nuclear matter modification of c-cbar
pairs
(low-x gluons dominating the away side and suffering
more shadowing? initial/final state effects ?)

PHENIX Coll.: arXiv:1311.1427v1	

Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Light quarks: correlations in Δη-Δϕ	

So far, correlation measurements help constrain partonic energy loss.	

There is more to learn also from long range correlations 	

pp	


Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Light quarks: correlations in Δη-Δϕ	

So far, correlation measurements help constrain partonic energy loss.	

There is more to learn also from long range correlations 	

PbPb: 	

there is more…	


..flow!	


Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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LF correlations in p-Pb	

pPb	


(0-20%) – (60-100%)

Two possible explanations not mutually exclusive:	

Initial state effects:	

-Color Glass Condensate (CGC)	

-Color connection in the longitudinal
E. Boos, and V. Savrin, Eur.Phys.J. C71 (2011) 1730	

direction	

 B.K.Arbuzov,
Dusling and R.Venugopalan, arXiv:1302.7018 [hep-ph].	

Final state effects:	

-multiparton interactions	

..flow in pPb !?	

-collective effects	


S. Alderweireldt and P.Van Mechelen, arXiv:1203.2048 [hep-ph]	

K. Werner, I. Karpenko, and T. Pierog, P.R.L. 106 (2011) 122004	


Goal: study e(from c,b)-h correlations in p-Pb
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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e-h correlations in p-Pb from ALICE	


1<pTe<2 GeV/c

Indications for long-range correlations in
Δη for two-particle correlations triggered
by an electron from heavy-flavour decay
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Conclusions	

di-hadron (di-jet, jet-hadron,…) correlations with light quarks help constraining
energy-loss models (more sensitive to qhat or path-length dependence of energy loss)	

Heavy-flavour correlations in pp: sensitive to production mechanism. Important to
compare to models and understand higher-order contributions	

Heavy-flavour correlations in pA(dA): sensitive to cold nuclear matter on heavy quarks.
Initial and/or final state effects on heavy-quarks in pA?	

Heavy-Flavour correlations in AA are the next tool to quantify the
medium properties.	

- Constrain theory to help understand mass/path-length dependence of energy loss
and collective behaviour for different parton species	

- Large statistics and understanding of the biases are crucial	


	

 	

	


Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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What’s next?	

Near future: RHIC: STAR HFT and MTD, PHENIX MPC-EX	

LHC: Pb-Pb at top energy in 2015-16	

Longer term: LHC and detector upgrades (2018)	

era of
RHIC and detector upgrades (2020)	

 high-precision & high luminosity
• Further measurements sensitive to the partonic content of the jet are needed to
compare the energy loss mechanism for heavy quarks, light quarks and gluons	

– similar suppression of the away-side for light-quark/gluons and heavy quarks?	

– contribution of elastic vs radiative energy loss? Tag charm and beauty particles/jets !	


• Many HF observables can be investigated to constrain theory, even more when
more statistics will be available : D-hadron, e-h, D-e (near and away side), (D-D ?),
heavy-flavour jets, e-jet, bjet-hadron, …	

– important to understand the contribution of different production processes in pp	

•

Some more comments… electrons carry only a fraction of the parent’s momentum. Crucial
to have pp reference! Less ambiguity with D mesons but less easy to trigger on. All
measurements are complementary!	

Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Perspectives for HF correlations
in Pb-Pb in ALICE in Run3	

ALICE Upgrade of the Inner Tracking System (2018)
x3 (x6) improvement of the track impact parameter resolutions in the transverse
(longitudinal) direction [CERN-LHCC-2012-012, CERN-LHCC-2012-013]
ALICE read-out and LHC upgrades (2018)
higher integrated luminosities: ~10 pb-1 in pp at √s=5.5 TeV and ~10 nb-1 in Pb-Pb collisions
at √sNN=5.5 TeV required by the ALICE upgrade program
D0-h correlations in 0-10% Pb-Pb

NS yield

AS yield

AS width

Statistical uncertainty on associated near-side, away‐side yields and Gaussian σ
~10% for low pT D0. Below 1% for high pT D0
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Extra	


Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Light and Heavy Quarks in AA	

Heavy quarks and high-pT light quarks/gluons are produced in initial high-Q2
processes	

Light quarks  dominated by induced gluon radiation	

Heavy quarks  mass effect: less induced radiation for heavy quarks	

 dominated by elastic energy loss? 	

Different shower evolution in the medium due to the different mass	

100 GeV/c
quark

similar medium
modification
between light and
heavy quarks

30 GeV/c
quark

different medium
effects

T. Renk
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Another example of light quark
correlations: Jet-hadron correlations at RHIC	

Observations:	

– strong light-hadron suppression from 7 GeV/c	

– strong di-jet asymmetry  sizeable low-pT
particles emitted outside the jet cone	

More correlation measurements
help to constrain jet quenching:
Jet-hadron correlations

STAR

STAR Coll., arXiv:1302.6184	


trigger
jet

In-medium energy loss: 	

suppressed high-pT associate
hadrons and correspondingly
enhanced low-pT particles	


associate hadron
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Example: b-bbar correlations with
Herwig	


Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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b-jet production at the LHC	


JHEP 0707:026,2007
arXiv:0704.2999

gluon splitting
flavour excitation

Flavour creation
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Eur.Phys.J. C17 (2000) 137-161
DOI: 10.1007/s100520000460
LU-TP-00-16
e-Print: hep-ph/0005110

Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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Eur.Phys.J. C17 (2000) 137-161
DOI: 10.1007/s100520000460
LU-TP-00-16
e-Print: hep-ph/0005110

Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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track impact parameter
resolution with the ITS upgrade	

Pb-Pb data

ITS upgrade

ALICE Upgrade of the Inner Tracking System (2018)
x3 (x6) improvement of the track impact parameter resolutions in the
transverse (longitudinal) direction [CERN-LHCC-2012-012, CERN-LHCC-2012-013]
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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D0 signal with ITS upgrade	


D0 S/B increases by up to a factor of 10 (>1 for pT>5 GeV/c)
Statistical uncertainty <0.1% for pT>2 GeV/c
Elena Bruna (INFN)	
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